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Coastal zone of the Eastern Gulf of Finland is subjected to essential natural and 
anthropogenic impact. The processes of abrasion and accumulation are predominant. 
While some coastal protection structures are old and ruined the problem of monitoring and 
coastal management is actual. Remotely sensed data is important component of geospatial 
information for coastal environment research. Rapid development of modern satellite 
remote sensing techniques and data processing algorithms made this data essential for 
monitoring and management. Multispectral imagers of modern high resolution satellites 
make it possible to produce advanced image processing, such as relative water depths 
estimation, sea-bottom classification and detection of changes in shallow water 
environment. In the framework of the project of development of new coast protection plan 
for the Kurortny District of St.-Petersburg a series of archival and modern satellite images 
were collected and analyzed. As a result several schemes of underwater parts of coastal 
zone and schemes of relative bathymetry for the key areas were produced. The 
comparative analysis of multi-temporal images allow us to reveal trends of environmental 
changes in the study areas. This information, compared with field observations, shows that 
remotely sensed data is useful and efficient for geospatial planning and development of new 
coast protection scheme. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Eastern part of the Gulf of Finland is the eastern extremity of the Baltic Sea basin. The 

coastal zone in this region is affected by both natural and anthropogenic impact. Lithodynamic 
processes, such as abrasion and accumulation are predominant here. The amount of coast-
protecting structures are situated here. Some of them are old and ruined (see Fig. 1). The 
problem of monitoring and management this constructions is actual. The new plan of coast 
protection is currently under development by several organizations of St.-Petersburg, including 
government agencies and research institutions. 

Some changes in coastal zone, such as accretion of beaches, degrading of the shoreline or 
destruction of coastal buildings occurs by extremely high speeds. For understanding and 
forecasting of currently undergoing processes there is need in different monitoring techniques. 
The information flow for data from different sources for integration and decision making is 
presented on Fig. 2. 

 



 

 
Fig. 1. Beach near Repino (Panoramio©, 2013) 

 

 
Fig. 2. Typical information flow for geospatial management 

 
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Satellite imagery is significant component of spatial data for coastal zones study and 

management. Over past twenty years there was seen substantial development of satellite passive 
remote sensing systems in visible and near-infrared range and high spatial resolution, such as 
QuickBird, GeoEye, Pleiades, WorldView 2,3 with resolution higher than 2 m, which 
approximate it to aerial survey. 

Image processing techniques for multiband satellite images allow to obtain georeferenced 
information concerning both sub-aeral and subaquatic coastal landscapes, sea bottom features, 
changes of shoreline and other coastal properties. 

 In current research the 8-channel images from satellite sensors WorldView-2 and 
WorldView-3 was used. The main characteristics of data are shown in table 1. The images cover 
eastern part of the Kurortny District (see Fig. 3.). The images was acquired at June 8, 2013 and  
October 18,  2014. 



 
 
 

Table 1. WorldView-2 and WorldView-3 sensors characteristics 
 channel WorldView-2 WorldView-3 

Spatial resolution panchromatic 0,46 0,31 
multispectral 1,84 1,24 

Wavelengths (µm) 

panchromatic 0,50–0,90 
coastal 0,40–0,45 
blue 0,45–0,51 
green 0,51–0,58 
yellow 0,585–0,625 
red 0,63–0,69 
red edge 0,705–0,745 
NIR-1 0,77–0,895 
NIR-2 0,86–1,04 

 
 

 
Fig. 3. Coverage of multispectral images 

 
Image pre-processing 
For further processing we use radiometrcally corrected and georeferenced images (level 

1C or 1D in CEOS classification). Ortho-transformation is not essentially required for current 
region because relative flat relief. 

The graph of processing of images for coastal research purposes is shown at Fig. 4. 
For converting of non-dimensional digital number (DN) values of each pixel (radiometric 

calibration) to the physical values of radiance the re-calculation formula was used: 

𝐿𝐿λ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃,𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 =  
𝐾𝐾𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 × 𝑞𝑞𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃,𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 

∆𝛾𝛾𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵
, (1) 

where LλPixel,Band is top-of-atmosphere band-integrated spectral radiance, Kband is the absolute 
radiometric calibration factor, qPixel,Band — digital number pixel values, ∆λband — the effective 
bandwidth for a given band. This data are stored in the image metadata file provided with the 



image [1], [2]. The procedure might be done using simple raster algebra, but in such image 
processing software as ENVI the module of TOA calibration is integrated. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Flowchart of multispectral image processing for sea bottom investigation 

 
Radiometric correction 
The correction for the purpose for sea bottom investigations consist of two parts: 

atmospheric correction and water column correction.  
Atmospheric correction is used to reduce the effect of atmosphere absorption and 

scattering to the spectrum. Atmospheric correction is carried using algorithms based on different 
atmospheric models, such as FLAASH and 6S [3]–[5]. Sometimes, depending from atmospheric 
characteristics, such effect is significant (see Fig. 5). The complex methods of water column 
correction are proposed in several publications [6]–[8].  

 

 
Fig. 5. Stacked spectra of corrected reflectance vs DN-values for subaquatic sample point 

Sea bottom classification 
Unsupervised classification is fast method to highlight structure of sub-aeral and sub-

aquatic surface without ground truth. Algorithms are based on clustering of pixels in feature 



space based on values of reflectance. Supervised classification is more developed method, which 
allows us to use spectral signatures of known ground areas to extract features from image. The 
methods are well described in [9]–[11]. 

Relative depth estimation. 
If  the optical properties and reflectance at deep water is known, the increase in 

reflectance due to the presence of a finite bottom might be interpreted in terms of depth [6]. 
While bathymetric survey at shallow water is expensive and difficult and LiDAR survey is 
limited due to high price, the passive mulitispectral data is good source of bathymetric data. 

Obtaining bathymetry using passive multispectral and hyperspectral remote sensing was 
coined by R. D. Lyzenga  [12], and developed by remote sensing community [7], [13]–[15]. 

The Lyzenga method is based on assumption that amount of scattered and reflected 
radiance depends on water composition, type of sea bottom (albedo) and depth. The method is 
good for case I and type II water, but some researchers apply modified method for water type II 
to III [8]. For satisfactory results the image should be acquired at appropriate weather conditions 
(low wind and choppiness, low water turbidity). Suitability to these conditions is the main 
challenge for the Eastern part of Gulf of Finland. 

 
III. RESULTS 

On the study area generation of underwater bars is widely developed. For highlighting of 
spatial structure of bars we use K-Means algorithm of image classification. After classification 
several classes were merged to produce comparable images. The results of sea bottom 
classification are shown on Fig 6a and 7a. Using described method the subaquatic relief  was 
separated into classes, associated with different types of underwater relief. The structure of bars 
on the schemes is highlighted. 

For water depth estimation the module of ENVI package was used. The result is 
displayed at Fig. 6b and 7b.  

Using obtained data the coastal zone may be separated into sectors in which different 
structure of underwater relief is observed. This information make a contribution for 
understanding of lithodynamic processes in different areas of coastal zone. 

The multispectral high resolution satellite images is useful geospatial information for 
coastal zone monitoring. The information about underwater relief and bottom reflectance may be 
obtained using advanced image processing techniques. The state of atmosphere and water 
conditions, such as turbidity, swells, phytoplankton may contaminate signal from sea bottom. 
These conditions should be considered during image acquisition and processing. 
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Fig. 6. Sea bottom classification (a) and relative water depth (b) for Repino area  
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Fig. 7. Sea bottom classification (a) and relative bathymetry scheme (b) for Sestroretsk area 
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